# Surgical Resident Research Preparation Timeline

**PGY1**
- **Task**: 1:1 Introductory Meeting - Mullen & Lillemoe
  - **Category**: Advisory Group Meeting 1 - Boland, Chang, Ferrone, Haynes, Hodin, & Madsen: Timelines, Opportunities, Mentorship
  - **Schedule**: July

- **Task**: Research opportunities and seek out mentorship
  - **Category**: Advisory Group Meeting 2 - Boland, Chang, Ferrone, Haynes, Hodin, & Madsen: Funding planning/DoS application process - Salvati
  - **Schedule**: July

- **Task**: Finalize Mentor Choice and Research Project
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: July

- **Task**: NRSA/Other Grants - 8 months to write application
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: July

**PGY2**
- **Task**: Chang - NRSA/Grant Overview/Training (PGY2 required, open to all)
  - **Category**: Application Due (step 1) - Research Planning 11/01
  - **Schedule**: August

- **Task**: Advisory Group Meeting 2 - Boland, Chang, Ferrone, Haynes, Hodin, & Madsen: Funding planning/DoS application process - Salvati
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: September

- **Task**: Finalize Mentor Choice and Research Project
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: October

- **Task**: Application Due (step 1) - Research Planning 11/01
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: November

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: December

**PGY3**
- **Task**: NRSA F32 Submission - 08/08 (notified by December)
  - **Category**: Application Due (step 2) and MGH DoS Named Fellowships Application Due
  - **Schedule**: August

- **Task**: Application Due (step 2) and MGH DoS Named Fellowships Application Due
  - **Category**: SRC Resident training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Schedule**: September

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Schedule**: October

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Schedule**: November

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to Keith/John
  - **Schedule**: December

**PGY4**
- **Task**: Research Start - 07/01
  - **Category**: Final Research Planning Meeting - Mullen & Lillemoe
  - **Schedule**: July

- **Task**: Final Research Planning Meeting - Mullen & Lillemoe
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: August

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: September

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: October

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: November

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: December

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: January

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: February

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: March

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: April

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: May

- **Task**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Category**: SRC Resident Training subcommittee to review applications prepare feedback to resident
  - **Schedule**: June

*John Mullen will periodically check in to ensure residents are on track*
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Meetings with resident